
 

 

AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR A 

BVLGARI HOTEL IN PARIS,  

AVENUE GEORGE V 
  

 

 

Rome, March 9th, 2018 – Bvlgari Hotels and Resorts is proud to announce the agreement for a new 

hotel in Paris, scheduled to open in 2020. This new opening will follow the ones in Beijing and Dubai 

in 2017, Shanghai in 2018 and Moscow in 2020, and thus bring the Bvlgari Hotels and Resorts 

Collection to eight properties, including Milan, London and Bali. 

 

The Hotel will be located at 30 Avenue George V. This Avenue forms with the Champs Elysees and 

the Avenue Montaigne the famous “Triangle d’Or”, one of Paris’ most exclusive and distinctive 

areas offering a wealth of luxury shopping, entertainment and cultural attractions. 

 

Jean Christophe Babin, CEO of Bvlgari commented as follows: “We are particularly proud to have 

secured such an extraordinary location for the new Bvlgari Hotel in Paris. The Paris Hotel, to be 

opened in 2020, will add the City of Lights to our Collection and we are convinced that this new 

addition will represent an irresistible Roman jeweller hospitality experience in the Parisian upscale 

hotel market.” 

 

The hotel will offer 76 rooms, most of them suites, and a full range of luxury facilities including a spa 

with a 25 meters pool and a Bvlgari restaurant and bar opening to a charming courtyard garden.  

The Bvlgari Hotel Paris is being designed by the Italian architectural firm Antonio Citterio Patricia 

Viel, and the renowned Parisian architects Valode & Pistre. 

 

The restyling of the building has been conceived as a transition to modernity: while both the use 

of the typical Parisian limestone and the respect of the ‘alignment’ criteria recall the 19th century 

Haussmanian urban patterns, the completely renewed façade evokes a rationalistic style that is 

an expression of the most contemporary architectural design. 
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About Bvlgari Hotels & Resorts 

 

Unique locations in harmony with the surrounding areas, the blend of traditional design with 

dramatic contemporary Italian architecture by the architectural firm Antonio Citterio Patricia Viel 

and superior service crafted with the same attention to quality that has always distinguished 

Bvlgari creations. These are the key elements that characterize The Bvlgari Hotels and Resorts 

collection. 

For all the hotels the approach is the same: the design of the interiors is strongly rooted in the 

traditions of the place, and careful attention is paid to every detail in a tribute to absolute luxury. 

The Bvlgari Hotels & Resorts collection features the distinctive, bold Italian style typical of Bvlgari, 

reflected in its unique design, its contemporary Italian cuisine and its lavish spas. It conveys the 

excitement of the Bvlgari brand, its timeless glamour and its magnificent Italian jewelry heritage.  

Having grown from a collection of three iconic Hotels & Resorts in Milan, London and Bali, Bvlgari 

Hotels and Resorts has recently be enriched by the Beijing and Dubai properties. Three new Bvlgari 

Hotels are due to open between 2018 and 2020 in Shanghai, Moscow and Paris. 

 

 

About Bvlgari  

 

Bvlgari was founded in Rome in 1884 as a jewelry shop and quickly established a reputation for 

Italian excellence with exquisite craftsmanship and magnificent jewelry creations. The Company’s 

international success has evolved into a global and diversified luxury purveyor of products and 

services ranging from fine jewels and watches to accessories perfumes and hotels, with an 

unrivalled network of outlets in the world’s most exclusive areas. Since 2011, the Company is part 

of the LVMH Group. 

 

For further information please contact: 

XXX 

 


